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Conclusion

I hope to have encouraged serious consideration of whether freedom of conscience can be sufficiently protected legally on grounds other than belief in the Biblical God. This question is outside the purview of secular political science partly because it assumes the sufficiency of secular grounds for legal rights. And, for some, omitting God increases human freedom. I hope to have raised doubts as to the adequacy of this secular world view, at least regarding freedom of conscience.

Comments on Phillips on Conscientious Objection

-by Gary D. Glenn

A right to exemption from military service for those “conscientiously scrupulous of bearing arms” was one of the proposed amendments to the Constitution submitted to the First Congress by James Madison as part of what became known as “The Bill of Rights.” This amendment failed but apparently because such exemptions, while permissible, should be matters of legislative grace not constitutional right. The framers wanted to “promote religion by encouraging legislatures to write exemption for religious objectors to otherwise valid laws.” And each time Congress instituted conscription (during the Civil War, the two World Wars, the Korean and Vietnam Wars), it included the exemption while requiring such evidence as membership in a recognized “peace church” to show that the registrant believed that God prohibited his participation in all war. In this way, whether as a matter of right or of grace, Congress accommodated the view that obligations to the state should give way to obligations to God.

Two practical conditions permitted this accommodation, without interfering with the capacity to raise an army 1) Few citizens were religious pacifists. 2) The vast majority of non-pacifist Americans were willing to so accommodate their fellow citizens. This willingness goes beyond mere toleration which would have required, as Locke and Jefferson said, no more than allowing pacifists to worship freely provided that nothing in their worship violated the civil law applicable to all. Mere toleration did not require exemption from civil duties required of others. Such exemption, then, seems to imply a kind of positive respect and even esteem for the higher fidelity of their pacifist brethren to the morality of the Sermon on the Mount.

Originally, then, the American statutory right of conscientious objection presumed belief in God duties to whom took legal priority over duties owed to government. This view was articulated by Justice Hughes in U.S. v. Macintosh (1931).
When one’s [religious] belief collides with the power of the state, the latter is supreme within its sphere and submission or punishment follows. But in the forum of conscience, duty to a moral power higher than the state has always been maintained . . . by many of our conscientious and law-abiding citizens. The essence of religion is belief in a relation to God involving duties superior to those arising from any human relation...One cannot speak of religious liberty . . . without assuming the existence of a belief in supreme allegiance to the will of God. 75

Hughes’s understanding is compatible with the traditional Catholic understanding in connecting the binding power of conscience to its rootedness in duties to God. 76 However, Phillips shows that the Vietnam era Court rejected this understanding of freedom of conscience and replaced it with one which does not rest on a paramount duty to God. The paramount duty is to one’s own beliefs whose grounds, reasonableness, or sincerity cannot be questioned by any government authority. 77

Under this new secular freedom of conscience, CO exemptions are available to everyone, not merely to the relatively small number of pacifists from religious principle. Thus one condition which made the old CO compatible with raising an army has disappeared in (constitutional) principle. Whether or not it has disappeared in practice will not be known until we have another war fought with conscripts. If it is then widely taken advantage of, Americans will have to decide between abolishing CO exemptions altogether and being unable to raise an army. The latter circumstance would undermine the other condition which made possible the old CO exemption, namely, the willingness of non-pacifist Americans to legally accommodate conscientious objectors. That willingness is surely also undermined as it comes to be understood that exemptions will now be given, not merely to enable citizens to obey divine law, but out of personal convictions the grounds of which are unknown. That is, Americans were previously willing to accommodate a relatively few people’s religious scruples on this matter by exempting them from the considerable burden and danger of fighting in wars because they did not want to interfere with those people’s view of their obligation to God. But why should they so accommodate everyone’s merely personal conscience which, as Phillips with charitable gentleness and indirection refrains even from hinting, cannot be distinguished from whim, fear, or cowardice?

Why did the Court deny legal recognition to citizens’ paramount duty to God? Clearly the Court wanted a policy grounded on and reflecting secularism not religious claims. That is why it rejected Congress’s limited exemptions. Congress meant the claims to have a religious basis. It meant to limit them to those who believed they owed higher duties to God than to government. The Court will not tolerate this legislative concession if it applies only to religious people. But, since the Court was not willing to declare CO unconstitutional, it redefined and justified it on secular and egalitarian grounds.
Phillips questions whether or not freedom of conscience is sufficiently protected legally "on grounds other than belief in God." The Court shows here that it is possible to legally protect freedom of conscience on non-religious grounds. However, doing so certainly has disastrous theoretical, and may have disastrous practical, consequences. For the secular and egalitarian defense endangers the government's ability to raise an army in a way the old religious exemption did not. It also is unable to explain to citizens why some individuals' merely personal scruples should exempt them from the inconvenience and danger to which everyone else is required to be exposed.

When either of these theoretical consequences works themselves out in practice, I would not predict continuation of CO exemptions. The insufficiency of a secular basis for freedom of conscience will then be revealed even to those who sought in secularism an escape from God's law.
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